DANGEROUS

P L AY
Over the years, the work has changed considerably. In
1974, we launched ourselves literally onto the streets, in
clown costumes, gorilla suits and a frenzy of kazoos, loud
hailers and big bass drums, singing (all together now):
We’ve come to find a place to play
Why don’t you come along?
Come and play some games with us
And help us sing our song.
We sing a lot. We play a lot.
There’s lots of things to do.
We’ll we do them all much better
With a little help from you.
Of course, it was all really a clever subterfuge. We thought
we might thus bring down the capitalist state before the Arts
Council found out.
- ‘Coming of Age’ by Steve Trow originally published in
Mailout magazine in 1992 on the occasion of Jubilee Arts
18th birthday.
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Drawings of childhood games,
drawings by members of Art
Club at Langley Lodge.
Skipping, by Pat Peacock

Fire Can by Tom Harrison

Cowboys and Indians, by Jan Jackson

What’s the time Mr Wolf,
by Maureen Willetts

Jelly on the plate, by Virginia Bowen
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Oranges and lemons, by Mary Morris

Leap Frog, by Maureen Willetts

Cock Hoss by Tom Harrison
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My earliest memories – before starting school at 5 years of
age, were of playing with dolls. I would make up all sorts
of games with them – dolls tea parties, school, hospital,
shops, and this continued with some of my girlfriends up
until we went to senior school at 11 years of age. This, of
course, was mainly in the house, but on sunny days our
play extended into the garden, with the added attraction
of ‘mud pies’.

If you couldn’t do it you were out, and this went on until
everyone was out, and then with a new ‘frog or donkey’
we would start again. I didn’t do well at this game as I was
very small, and if the big boys played you were in danger
of being flattened!

Sometimes it would be ball games,or skipping ropes, whips
and tops or whatever the current craze was. Many a happy
hour would be spent with a piece of rope attached to the
I loved to spend time with my father in his workshop, where horizontal bar at the top of the gas streetlights. The rope
I was quite happy knocking nails into an old piece of wood would either have a large knot at the bottom or maybe a
and pulling them out again with pliers. When we were of
piece of wood to form a seat. We would run around the
an age to be allowed to play in the street, we would call
lamp twisting the rope around it and then clinging to the
for our friends, (both boys and girls) and depending on the rope, let it unwind.
size of the group, we could play ‘Tick – you’re on’, Hide
and Seek, What’s the Time Mr Wolf, There’s a Big Ship
What’s the time Mr Wolf? was again a game played by
Sails on the Ally Ally Oh or Hopscotch, a hopping game
as many children who wanted to join in. One child would
over a series of squares drawn on the floor - you could play be ‘Mr Wolf’. He or she stood on his own with his back to
it alone or with many friends. If boys were present, it would the rest of the children, who were standing in a line some
occasionally be Kiss Chase. However, not many of us girls
distance away. The children in the line would call “What’s
wanted to be caught and kissed by a boy – how things
the time Mr Wolf”’ to which the Wolf would reply one
changed when we became teenagers!
o’clock or ten o’clock or whatever time the Wolf chose.
The children would then take as many steps forward to
There’s a Big Ship Sails on the Ally Ally Oh could be
correspond with the time called, and therefore would be
played, usually in the playground, and by as many children getting nearer to Mr Wolf. However, at any time, and
who wanted to take part. A long line would be formed and usually when the Wolf knew they must be getting nearer,
we would all hold hands. The first child in the line would
he could call out “It’s dinner time”. At this point the children
put the free arm against the wall to form an archway, then
would scatter, usually screaming, and Mr Wolf would capture
with us all singing the song, the child at the far end would
one of them. The captured child then became Mr Wolf.
lead the line under the arch, resulting in the second child
from arch now having to cross their arms. This would go on The area where I lived at as a child had many pedestrian,
until everyone’s arms were crossed, then you could go in
traffic free alleyways so we were completely safe, although
the opposite direction to uncross the arms, but to be honest not always welcome when a group of excited kids were
it usually ended up in good natured chaos and lots of
fleeing down an alleyway (which was quite narrow), whilst
giggling – I have to say this was only played by the girls at one of the residents was coming in the opposite direction
school, as our playground was separate from the boys.
with bags full of shopping!
I had to look the game up on Google as, to be honest,
I could only remember the first verse:
The big ship sails on the ally-ally-oh
The ally-ally-oh, the ally-ally-oh
Oh, the big ship sails on the ally-ally-oh
On the last day of September.
Leap Frog or sometime called Donkey could be played by
any number of children. One child would bend over with
their hands on their knees, the rest of us would have to run
and leap, placing our hands on the back of the bending
child, and with legs wide apart, leap over their back.
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Sometimes a group of us would go to the local park to
play on the swings, swing boat, slide and the witches hat.
We would be armed with a piece of waxed paper that the
newly invented sliced bread came in. If you sat on it when
going down the slide, it made the slide even slippier. It was
great fun until a group of kids from another area turned
up and then there could be conflict, especially if they were
older than us. Many of our games would also extend to the
playground, especially skipping games.
You were extremely popular if you had a very long piece
of rope so that lots of kids could skip together. We had
skipping games where probably 20 children would all be

skipping together, and whoever was ‘on’ would call out
maybe a colour or a letter or a number, and if you were
wearing that colour, or your name began with that letter or
the number was birth date then you had to run out without
stopping the turning rope, until only one person was left in
and became the winner – usually it was the best friend of
whoever was ‘on’ and then the bickering would start!
In those days we went to Saturday morning pictures. The
cinema organ would rise up out of the floor and we had a
singsong, all the words being projected on to the screen.
Then the film would start, either a comedy with Charlie
Chaplin or Laurel and Hardy or a cowboy film with Gene
Autry, Hopalong Cassidy or Roy Rogers, Dale Evans and
Roy’s wonder horse Trigger. Afterwards, all the kids would
gallop home, left hand holding imaginary reins, right hand
slapping your own bottom, only to be ambushed by other
kids hiding in someone’s entry. Then the imaginary guns
would come out (the index and middle fingers pointing out
of a clenched fist).
The boys didn’t mind being shot and rolling around on the
pavement, us girls would either be shot in the arm or leg, as
we didn’t want to get our dresses dirty.
The six week summer holiday would be spent with my aunt
and uncle and cousins in Weymouth. We would leave home
at about 10.00 am making for the local beach, armed with
an old pushchair to carry out buckets and spades, fishing
net, bathing costumes and towels, doorstep jam sandwiches
and bottles of water, or if we were lucky a bottle of pop.
There we would stay until 5 or 6 o’clock until hunger drove
us back home.
We were never very successful with the fishing, but would
spend hours peering into the rock pools, or making giant
sandcastles, cars or planes out of sand and then invent a
game to suit.
Just down the road there was a large area of houses that
had been bombed during the war. The shells of the houses
had been demolished and all the bricks and debris pushed
into large piles in the middle of the site. What a wonderful
playground this became for a summer – the beach being
almost abandoned, as here we would build dens. The piles
of rubble became mountains to be climbed and all sorts of
adventures would be played out.
- Childhood play, by Jan Jackson
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Images from
Jubilee Arts Archive.

As drama students we also knew the role of play in make
believe and imagination, drawing on the possibilities of
placing children in roles that could give them a voice and a
window onto other worlds.
But I think it also allowed us to join in and meet children on
their territory – so they taught us games and we taught them
some. It was a running joke amongst us that if you went to a
park or playground and asked kids what they wanted play
it was always British Bulldog – a tag-based game that was
often banned in school playgrounds at the time as it was
basically a game of brute force, and usually ended in tears!
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- Kate Organ, Nov 2014
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We had various interests in play – partly it was simply the
way in – as the council’s main service for children outside
formal education was the provision of play centres and
parks during school holidays. Of course many children were
housed in those days in high rise flats and the playgrounds
were a far cry from the streets and alleys that kids had
played in in the terraced houses of the pre-war era.
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‘Working with organised group’ – a mobile community arts
team Conference report by Steve Trow
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Images from Jubilee Arts Archive and from personal
photographic collections.
Drawings by members of Art Class at Langley Lodge.
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